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Quaggy River running east to west along the rear of the site
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International Academy of Greenwich temporary premises along Meadowcourt Road.
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2-3 storey neighbouring residential properties with the existing flood wall running along the site boundary
to the rear of the properties.
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International Academy of Greenwich temporary premises along Meadowcourt Road.
The school is currently located in the 5 storey King’s Church building adjacent to the site.
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The International Academy of Greenwich (IAG) is
a non-selective, state-funded secondary school
offering a curriculum based on the International
TOWARDS
Baccalaureate and a focus on
modern European
LEE STATION
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6
languages. The school is open to all, regardless of
background or ability.
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• What you said

• Access to the school
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Our exhibition includes information
on the following:
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• Landscape
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Please take a look at our exhibition boards.
If you have any questions, please ask a member
of the team, who will be happy to help.
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The purpose of this exhibition is to share
with you our proposals so that you can see
how we have responded to feedback from
our consultation earlier this year.
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Welcome to our exhibition for the
Department for Education’s (DfE) revised
plans to build a new school for the
International Academy of Greenwich.
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Single Storey St Peter’s Lee Church on the corner of Eltham Road and Weigall Road

Conservation Area

10 Single storey award winning housing development that sits directly adjacent to site.
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12St Peter’s Lee Church on the corner of Eltham Road and Weigall Road
Single Storey

11
12 Riverston School. 3 storey primary and secondary school towards the east.

11 storey residential block with ground floor restaurant use

1-2 storey Sainsburys super store off high street

11 storey residential
with ground
restaurant
use
Leybridge
Court.floor
12 storey
residential
block towards the south
7 block
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3 storey neighbouring residential properties adjacent to site along Hamlea Close
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4 storey neighbouring residential flat block that sits adjacent to the site along Ravens Way

10 Single storey award winning housing development that sits directly adjacent to site.
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Site Boundary

Single storey award winning housing development that sits directly adjacent to site.

Open Land (MOL)

Quaggy River running east to west along the rear of the site

4 storey neighbouring residential flat block that sits adjacent to the site along Ravens Way

Single Storey St Peter’s Lee Church on the corner of Eltham Road and Weigall Road

12 Riverston School. 3 storey primary and secondary school towards the east.
N
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Feedback
We want to thank everyone who contributed to our public consultation
in March. Over 210 people attended including local residents, parents
and prospective parents with 103 feedback responses received in total.
All of the feedback that we received throughout our consultation has
helped refine and improve our plans.

Here is a summary of the feedback received:

Summary of Key changes:

• Proposed building should be located
on existing hard standing area and not
encroach into the green open area
(not north of flood wall).

• The layout/footprint of the proposed
building has been relocated on to the
existing hard standing.

The comments received demonstrated a clear understanding of the need for new school
places in Greenwich and an appetite for the school facilities to be accessible to the local
community, improving the relationship with the neighbouring area.

• Concerns regarding arrival / entrance
areas – further consideration of
interaction between pedestrians,
cyclists and vehicles.

In addition to consulting with local residents we have also engaged extensively with the
Royal Borough of Greenwich, the Greater London Authority, the CABE Design Review
Panel, the Environment Agency and Sport England. A number of predominant themes
were identified and all of the feedback received has informed our new proposals.

• More prominent / larger entrance
and arrival space required.
• Materials not in keeping with character
of the area – softer design with a natural
material pallet.
• Improve outlook for classrooms
onto the open space.
• Provide further ecological
enhancements on site.
• Number of parking spaces should be
reduced to encourage sustainable travel.
• Servicing yard and waste should be
re-located away from neighbouring
residents.
• Concerns regarding impact on
neighbouring properties.
• Negative impact of school on
transport and highways.
• Ensure flood risk is not increased on
site as a result of the proposals.

Map identifying consultation area and consultation attendees

• The building has been set back in
a linear form along the southern
boundary of the site.
• Only a small alignment of the flood
defence wall is proposed.
• The building is set back by 28m from the
neighbouring properties on Hamlea Close.
• Building materials have been revised
to a more natural palate, relating to
the existing context.
• Provision of courtyard area as an open
space teaching / learning environment.
• Improvements to ecology around the site –
including 10% increase in tree provision.
• Access for pedestrians has been improved
and widened, with a large pupil arrival /
entrance area incorporated.
• Re-location of waste area away from
neighbouring residents.
• Access for waste vehicles has been amended
– a separate exit point is proposed off
Hamlea Close for waste vehicles only.
• Re-location of MUGA pitch away from
a majority of neighbouring residents.
• Reduction in number of staff parking
spaces on site.

What we’ve changed
Since March our plans have evolved following
consultation with the public, CABE Design
Review Panel and the Royal Borough of
Greenwich. The proposed new facilities on the
site of the former Bowring Sports Ground will
create a permanent home for the five form entry
secondary school for up to 765 pupils.

Considered changes
1

Improvements to
arrival / entrance area

2

Need for a more
prominent entrance

Our plans have evolved to reflect feedback
on design, school access and transport
improvements.

3

Reduction in the number
of car parking spaces

4

Location for coach parking

Evolved design

5

Re-locate servicing / waste area
away from neighbouring residents

6

Currently design requires softening
and a more natural material palate

7

Layout of the scheme currently
encroaching into green open space

8

Public realm / landscaping to be
improved and integrated into design

9

Development should be focused
on hard standing area

The design team has taken the feedback
received and carefully considered how
to minimise the impact on neighbouring
properties, whilst ‘opening’ up the Metropolitan
Open Land (MOL) beyond. The linear design
is within the existing hard standing area of
the site and set back over the recommended
20 metres from neighbouring properties.
Classrooms face out to the sports ground.
Access to the school
Access to the site will be upgraded to allow for
both vehicle and pedestrian movements to and
from the site in a safe way. Proposals will provide
safe pedestrian and cycle access into the academy
grounds. The plans have been revised to provide a
safer access to the school for pupils, members of
staff and the public.

10 Relationship with flood wall
needs to be improved
11 Playspaces and breakout areas
need to be reconsidered
12 Facing distances and overlooking /
privacy – needs to be more than 16m
13 Traffic generation and
management key
Previous proposals with changes highlighted

Design Update

05 Proposed Site Plan
Potential gate linking the school site to
the Weighall Road Sports Ground as an
alternative entrance to the site.

Proposed sport pitch markings
improving sports provision on site.

Proposed Multi-use-games-area (MUGA).
The position of the MUGA reduces impact on
neighbouring properties and the sports pitch
layouts. Potentially this could be a colour that
blends in with the environment.

Improved/enhanced landscaped area
Proposed Swale in landscape with potential
‘wild-flower meadow’.

AOD

Ramp with Maximum gradient of 1:21 to
provide non-ambulant pupils, parents, staff
and visitors with access to the playing
fields.

17.15
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18.05

Proposed trees/planting improving
the number of trees on site as per
London Plan 10% improvement.
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Overhang providing covered external
amenity space. Area to be used as a muster
location for pupils at the start of day.
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Stairs with ‘Elephant’ step seating
integrated to allow spectators to
watch sports
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‘Soft’ planting around the flood
defence wall. This could be wildflower planting.

DEMOLISHED FLOOD

The stair cores have large glazed
elements providing views out to the
surrounding landscape.
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1:21 access ramps integrated into
stairs between the two levels.
AOD

Proposed ‘Habitat’ area to increase biodiversity
on site.
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Secure staff cycle store
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Stairs with ‘Elephant’ step seating
integrated to enhance external
teaching spaces.
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Pupil and visitor covered cycle spaces (80
spaces).
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Soft planting to the perimeter of the site.

S
Large access gates that can allow EA vehicles
to access the site.
Disabled Bay

2

Pedestrian access gate to the
main school building

Disabled Bay
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Tracking of large refuse vehicles.
Refuse Vehicle
Tracking

Proposed vehicle access gate to Hamlea
Close to be used for large refuse vehicles
only reducing impact on Hamlea Close.

4

Existing mature trees to be retained. Soft
perimeter proposed to reduce impact on the
tree root protection zone. .

2
1

School refuse store based on RBG ‘Storage
and Collection of Waste and Recycling in
New Developments’. The guidance states the
store needs to hold 8800litres (general waste),
8800litres (Recycling) and 2000litres of food
waste)

Refuse Store
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Proposed UKPN substation. Substation needs
public access.
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EA access vehicle ramp with access
to sports ground

UKPN
Substation
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Access gates set 10m back to allow vehicles to
wait off the main road before gaining access.

Existing mature tree to be retained
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Proposed site plan
KEY

Proposed ‘Toucan’ pedestrian crossing to allow
pupils, staff, visitors safe route to site. Robert
West to confirm

International Academy of Greenwich
RBG Design Review Panel
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Outlining the revised strategy following consultations with various parties
Proposed car parking spaces
along entrance route

Main school secure access gates for
vehicles and pedestrian

Potentional natural ventialtion of a
sport hall

4 storey residential neighbouring
building

Sedum roof to sports
hall roof, potential for
green blue roof

12 storey residential tower

3 storey residential properties
along Hamlea Close

Glazed bridge link to
break up the mass of
the building

Single storey award winning
housing development

Vertical fins providing shading
to classrooms

Photovoltaic panels to academy.
MEP to advice on quantity

Three court MUGA pitches ( to landscape
architects design

Proposed trees to soft outdoor
play space

2-3 storey residential dwellings
to outer perimeter

Mature trees to boundary to be
retained for visual buffer

N
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Vehicle access route/
ramp to allow ‘overflow’
parking on external
MUGA courts for key
events (parent’s evenings,
speech day etc.)
Permeable paving to social area
for students to gather at the end
of the school days

Proposed trees to external grounds
to create visual buffer between
the building

Large picture window to sports
hall with view overlooking sports
grounds

Staircase leading down to
basement specialist spaces
Ornamental planting area as per
landscape architects design

EA access route

Glazed curtain walling to north
facade providing direct views over
sports grounds

Key Plan

Welcome
Design
Update: How it works

Concept
Section
03
Highlighting the key moves made.

Potential Sports hall cladding

Potential nature and habitat
area / wild-flower planting

Edge of MUGA court
markings

Mature trees to boundary to
be retained for privacy

Vehicle access route/ramp to allow ‘overflow’
parking on external MUGA courts for key events
(parent’s evenings, speech day etc.)

Potential green/ Glazed curtain walling to
north facade providing direct
blue roof
views over sports grounds

Large picture window to
sports hall

Photovoltaic panels to roof,
MEP to advice on amount

Glazed roof light to provide natural
daylight and prevent overlooking to
breakout/locker spaces

Existing fence line to
neighbouring residential
properties

Proposed trees on the north side of the flood
defence wall softens the building in with the
landscape

Zone left for EA 24/7 access

Neighbouring residential
garden

Neighbouring residential dwellings
along Hamlea Close
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15m
Permeable paving

2.5m

Potential MEP service zone
at high level in corridors
Specialist spaces with direct
access to sunken courtyard
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Key Plan
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The relationship between the surrounding context and the proposal
The relationship between the surrounding context and the proposal

Two storey residential properties
along Meadowcourt Road

Existing mature trees to
neighbouring boundary

Proposed planting to soft
outdoor space

Sedum roof to
teaching wing

Two storey residential properties
along Meadowcourt Road

Existing mature trees to
neighbouring boundary

Proposed planting to soft
outdoor space

Sedum roof to
teaching wing

High parapet wall to conceal
PV panels on roof

Outline of
basement

High parapet wall to conceal
PV panels on roof

Outline of
basement

Glazed bridge link between
teaching blocks to break
massing
Glazed bridge link between
teaching blocks to break
massing

Recessed facing
brickwork
Recessed facing
brickwork

Smaller openings to
avoid overlooking to
neighbouring properties
Smaller openings to
avoid overlooking to
neighbouring properties

Brick pier to breakup the
mass of the building

Glazed main school entrance
with links to sport grounds

Brick pier to breakup the
mass of the building

Glazed main school entrance
with links to sport grounds

Large mature trees to school
entrance to be retained for visual
buffer
Large mature trees to school
entrance to be retained for visual
buffer

Sports hall block connected
via glazed atrium

Mature trees to perimeter

Sports hall block connected
via glazed atrium

Single storey RIBA awarded
carehomes

Mature trees to perimeter

Single storey RIBA awarded
carehomes

2
2
1

Neighbouring
garden

Soft outdoor space

General teaching accommodation

Soft outdoor space

General teaching accommodation

26M
26M

Glazed link
/ external
stair
Glazed link
/ external
stair

OUTLINE OF BASEMENT BELOW

G
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OUTLINE OF BASEMENT BELOW
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General teaching accommodation

Main school
entrance

Sports hall block

General teaching accommodation

Main school
entrance

Sports hall block

Application
Application
Boundary
Boundary

Neighbouring
garden

Application
Application
Boundary
Boundary

G
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Neighbouring properties
Neighbouring properties

Proposed south elevation from neighbouring gardens along Hamlea Close

PROPOSED SOUTH ELEVATION FROM NEIGHBOURING GARDENS ALONG HAMLEA CLOSE
PROPOSED SOUTH ELEVATION FROM NEIGHBOURING GARDENS ALONG HAMLEA CLOSE

1:21 ramp to upper level

New trees as per landscape
architects design

Windows to offices/ group
rooms

Proposed sedum green roof
to general teaching block

1:21 ramp to upper level

New trees as per landscape
architects design

Windows to offices/ group
rooms

Proposed sedum green roof
to general teaching block

Outline of existing mature trees on the
perimeter

Staircore to sports hall
and admin block

Outline of existing mature trees on the
perimeter

Staircore to sports hall
and admin block

Curtain walling / glazed doors to lower levels providing
natural daylight to spaces and access onto teaching
terraces
Curtain walling / glazed doors to lower levels providing
natural daylight to spaces and access onto teaching
terraces
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Elevations
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Neighbouring
garden

G
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Application
Application
Boundary
Boundary

Neighbouring
garden

Application
Application
Boundary
Boundary

The relationship between the surrounding context and the proposal

-1
Soft outdoor space

Teaching wing

Soft outdoor space

Teaching wing

Glazed link
/ external
stair
Glazed link
/ external
stair

26M
26M

Teaching wing

Main school
entrance

Sports hall block

Teaching wing

Main school
entrance

Sports hall block

Neighbouring properties
Neighbouring properties

Proposed south elevation from within the site

PROPOSED SOUTH ELEVATION FROM WITHIN THE SITE
PROPOSED SOUTH ELEVATION FROM WITHIN THE SITE
Sports hall block with large picture
windows overlooking sports grounds

N

Key Plan
N

12 storey residential block in
the distance

Windows in stair core
provide views out to
playing fields

Key Plan

Ornamental planting to
building perimeter as per
landscape architects design

Large mature trees to be
retained to school entrance

Existing mature tree line to
perimeter

Windows in stair core provide views
out to playing fields

Extent of basement level
below

Teaching spaces with direct
views overlooking external
sports grounds

Proposed planting in flood
storage area

Vertical metal fins to north
facade for shading

Two storey residential
Larger steps to external
properties along
sports grounds from soft
Meadowcourt Road
outdoor space

Glazed curtain walling to
north facade
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G
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OUTLINE OF BASEMENT BELOW

Neighbouring 1-4 storey residential properties

Proposed north elevation

Sports Hall / Theatre and Studio

Main glazed
entrance

General teaching accommodation

Glazed
link

General teaching accommodation

Soft outdoor space

Grass sports pitches

International Academy of Greenwich
RBG Design Review Panel
International Academy of Greenwich
RBG Design Review Panel

Landscape
We are committed to delivering
an exceptional educational facility
that is sustainable, accessible to the
community and encourages learning.
The design and layout of the scheme will
ensure that the campus and playing fields
are accessible to the local community.
The scheme looks to recognise and
maintain the openness of the Metropolitan
Open Land and provide natural features to
filter views and reduce the visual impact
of the new school.

I:

3 court MUGA providing full size courts:
Netball – 30.5m x 15.25m
Basketball – 28.0m x 15.0m
Tennis – 23.77m x 10.97m

A strong link between the school and
local community will be created through
the engagement of landscape activities
such as wildlife walks, food harvesting
days and volunteer horticultural training.
By introducing a wider range of
pollinating and habitat specific
elements, the landscape will look to
foster and improve local biodiversity.
The ground floor continues to be
arranged to create a separation between
“community” functions and the more
private areas of the school. The language
centre and the sports facilities can also
be accessed directly from outside, for
community use, out of school hours.

Developing landscape plan

Transport
MAX
SL
1:21OPE

The feedback from our consultation emphasised the
importance of transport links in the local area. It is
important to ensure our proposals are designed to
reduce impacts on local residents where possible.
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1. The contractor is responsible for verifying all
site & setting out dimensions before
commencing work.
2. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with
all relevant Architectural and M & E drawings.
3. All dimensions in millimeters unless stated
otherwise.
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Funding will be provided towards local highway
improvements that will benefit the wider community.
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We have carefully considered the location of the site, where
we expect our students to travel from, and the routes they
will take. Improved infrastructure including a new crossing
on key pedestrian routes will be provided to facilitate this.
Park and stride sites (i.e. sites with on-site car parks) in
the local area were investigated to accommodate student
drop-off and staff parking. This approach aims to minimise
impact on on-street parking within residential streets.
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3.8%
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Route 261

Distribution of public transport trips

Our analysis
• The school is proposed in an area that has
good pedestrian and cycle facilities and
is located within walking distance of
residential areas to the south and east.
• The site benefits from being in
close proximity to bus routes.
• There are 5 direct bus routes that provide a
minimum of 47 buses per hour in peak hours.
Transport for London mapping shows that a
significant proportion of the catchment area is
accessible within a 45-minute journey by public
transport. This provides significant opportunity
for pupils to travel by non-car modes to the site.
• The majority of students will travel by public buses.
• TfL has confirmed that there is capacity on these
bus routes.

12.8%

Direct Bus Routes Within 5km of the Permanent Site
5km

Route 178

19.2%

Route 122

60.3%

IAoG

Route 321

Bus trips
Walking trips
Car trips

Cycle or scooter trips
Car sharing trips

Route 202
Route 261

Rail trips
Catchment area

School Catchment Area

Access & entrance
Street
Entrance
Perspective
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Access to the school has been
improved to ensure that the
site is safer for students and
staff entering the school.

Proposed Sketch Perspective from Eltham Road

Street entrance perspective

Views to the MOL from this location are limited with a ‘promise’ of landscape
beyond the entrance driveway. The proposal seeks to improve the landscaping
both to the entrance and on the MOL land to provide a better visual link from
the Streetscape

Existing three storey residential building that sits
directly adjacent to the site and currently looks
over the MOL

The vehicular access gate is set back at least 10m from
Eltham Road to allow vehicles to wait whilst they are
granted access
Existing mature tree on the Eltham
Road to be retained and potentially
cut-back

UKPN Substation and refuse store doubles
up into creating a ‘supergraphic’ signage
designating the school

Existing three storey residential
building that sits adjacent to the site

These include:
• A defined and prominent
entrance with clear signage

Proposed secure metal flats gate and
fence to allow views through to MOL
Existing mature tree that sits on the
perimeter of the site to be retained

• Improved landscaping
and planting

Proposed vehicular access gate with AV
intercom linked to the main school reception.

• High quality paving to provide
a safer and more welcoming
entrance to the school
Access to the site will be upgraded to
allow for both vehicle and pedestrian
movements to and from the site in a
safe way. Our proposals will provide
safe pedestrian and cycle access into
the academy grounds. The plans
have been updated to provide safer
access to the school for pupils,
members of staff and the public.
The planning application will be
accompanied by a construction
management plan and a school
travel plan. A Healthy Street
Assessment was undertaken to
assess the level of improvements to
the highway network arising from
the proposed Toucan Crossing on
Eltham Road.

Existing neighbouring fence to be
replaced/ made good

Proposed shared surface with drop curb
to allow vehicles access whilst providing
pedestrians with safe and level routes

Academy
Entrance
Perspective
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Proposed Sketch Perspective taken from the main gates to the proposed Academy

Proposed academy building facing south to be
potentially made in brick/acid etched concrete to
match the materials of the local context.

New paving improving the current
hard standing and providing a more
welcoming entrance.

Sports hall cladding material could provide a
‘supergraphic’ geometric pattern

Glazed entrance atrium allowing
views out onto the sports ground

Proposed new trees in landscape
beyond the flood defence wall

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Views to the MOL from this location are limited due to overgrown
vegetation

Clearly defined entrance to the site with proposed signage

Not welcoming or currently clear that this is the entrance to MOL
or sports field, largely due to lack of maintenance.

Maintained and improved landscaping

Different surfaces are not in a good condition and have been left
to deteriorate over time.

High quality paving to better define the entrance to the site.
N

Main academy entrance and
reception

Key Plan
Existing view from Eltham road

Existing large mature trees on the site boundary to
the retained

Proposed planting/trees to the teaching
terrace helps to improve the outlook of
neighbours creating a softer visual buffer
EA access gate
Brick flank wall to 3 storey residential
properties along Hamlea Close

Neighbouring single storey property to the south east
of the academy hidden behind proposed and existing
mature trees

1:21 ramp up to main entrance to allow the ground
floor FFL to match the top of the existing flood
defence wall

Proposed tree to the boundary to lower the impact
on neighbouring properties
Proposed secure fence to improve
security to site

Ornamental planting area to soften the perimeter
whilst improving and increasing the available
‘green’ spaces on the existing hard standing (as per
landscape architects design)

Academy entrance perspective

Internati

Next steps
Thank you for attending today’s
exhibition. If you have any questions
or would like any more information,
please ask a member of the team.
Over the coming weeks, we will be preparing
a planning application to the Royal Borough of
Greenwich. We will continue to engage with the
local community and are committed to ensuring
residents are updated as plans progress.
It will be ensured that the contractor appointed
is a member of the Considerate Constructors
Scheme, which rates contractors on how they
work to ensure impact on the community
is minimised. We will keep our neighbours
informed of the progress on-site through
newsletters delivered to the local area.
View of proposals from the sportsground

These boards will be available to view on the
IAG school website at www.iaog.org.uk
Contact Us
Please feel free to get in touch
with us at any time.
International Academy of
Greenwich Consultation
Freepost RRTG-GGZK-ESHH
20 – 24 Old Street
London EC1V 9AB
Email: jwright@quatro-pr.co.uk
Telephone: 020 7566 7973

Public
Consultation 1

Public
Consultation 2

Target planning
submission

MARCH 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

NOVEMBER 2018

FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK

2018
JAN

2019
FEB

MAR

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

New building
due to open in
SEPTEMBER 2021

Detailed discussion with the Royal Borough of Greenwich (RBG),
the Greater London Authority and CABE Design Review Panel

